
Balloon inside balloon theory and gravity mechanism .                                                                                                                    

The observable universe we look through telescopes and try to understsnd from standard model may be 

incomplete with many loop holes due to relativity theory as well as quantum physics with Copenhagen 

interpretation.                                                                                                                                                                                    

As observable universe is tiny compared to whole , we do not realize that another antimatter universe is 

surrounding our matter universe on opposite entropy path and reverse arrow of time.   The common 

boundary is violent due to annihilation of matter-antimatter  and dark energy as well as dark matter is 

produced and injected into both the universes.                                                                                                        

This gravitoetherton superfluid is actually composed of many exotic substance particles as well as force 

carrier particles and swirling and whirling which Einstein described curvature of space-time.  Actually we 

have to apply superfluid thermodynamical entropy theory to judge all miotions and cause effects with 

point to point entropical jerks and flow called TIME.                                                                                               

Relativity theory may good enough for low gravity solar system but not for entire universe.                           

Now let us discuss how gravity is produced on earth  due to flow of fermion gravitons like arrows 

towards center of earth.   Newton has given us an equation and Galileo observed equal fall .                   

Then EINSTEIN  narrated his curved space time to qualifying why space will curve .                                      

We are madly searching for a quantum gravity theory but actually Newtonian gravity is due to push of 

fermion gravitons on matter molecules towards center of earth.   As we know that molecules fall equally 

but the fermion gravitons are becoming denser per unit area as it flow towards center of earth by a 

factor 1/r.r   where r is distance from center of earth  due to a spherical area factor  reduction 4pie r 

squared .     But push on all molecules falling must be not changing as acceleration due to gravity is 

constant.    So volume of molecules are adjusting in a manner to accommodate  the push for a constant 

fall though fermion gravitons are getteing denser in population.   This is obvious if we look at air filled 

balloon when dipped in water at different depths.   Same thing is happening here in gravitoetherton 

superfluid.     Now different molecules have different mass and different volumes but they fall equally            

So if mass of any molecule is M and R is radius of any molecule ,then by our above logic we can easily 

say from deduction that    M/R.R     IS CONSTANT FOR ANY MOLECULE.  Which can be verified from 

experiment.   Therefore Newtonian gravity is emergent push phenomena and here it is not fundamental.   

My calculations shows that for a push, the fermion gravitons are heavy so that if we take datas from any 

molecular fall , then we may see that these fermion gravitons are around 750 proton mass which we 

have recently observed in LHC.                                                                                                                                    

We can think now that the galaxy disk is rotating with this kind of magical gravitoetherton superfluid 

and due to centrifuging effects, the heavy fermion gravitons are getteing located in a more concentrated 

manner towards perphery in a right proportion from center of disk , so that Dr. Rubin rightly found the 

roational curve which defies Newtonian gravity formula .    Scientists thought some kind of dark matter 

but actuall the concentrated heavy fermion gravitons are dark matter in itself.                                               

No need of assuming any further dark matter now.      No need of any MOND theory .    But if you wish , 

you may modify Newton  as     F= P.G.Mm/R.R    where  P is location graviton concentration factor which 

is taken one in on earth.     The galaxy disk is now stable .    The center of earth is getting a focussed 

fermion gravitons from all sides and the core is hot molten magnetic etc.                                                                                         

Another type of Boson gravitons also responsible as a strong nuclear force carrier due non symmetry in 

color charge to more charm quarks in its formation.   Double charm barions recently found is a good 



candidate for Boson graviton or as we used to say gluon responsible for strong nuclear force .    

Therefore strong nuclear force is a kind of emergent phenomena  and not a fundamental as prescribed 

by standard model.                                                                                                                                                                             

Balloon inside balloon theory also suggests that outer antimatter universe is slowly turning into a BLACK 

HOLE due to opposite entropy and some time in future a BIG BOUNCE will occur due to entropical 

disbalance  when we wil see Dr.Guths  exponential inflation for a short period and then accelerated 

expansion due to dark energy injection from the common boundary.    The scenerio is recyclic , 

rebounce  again and again and due to accidental benign laws we may found a planet like eatrh inhabited 

by intelligent life.   The main credit goes to escaped evaporation black holes from previous era which act 

as seeds of galaxy formation in every center of galaxy.   If we look further, we may even see that these 

black holes are older than our recycled universe.    Some theory suggests that black holes are 

concentrated gravitoetherton superfluid.                                                                                                                               

Dark pull, dark flow …suggests that there is another universe adjacent to our universe.   We must 

explore further.     Mega universe may be infinite in time and space harbouring all such balloon inside 

balloon separated by great voids of absolute nothingness.    With these ideas , we have to look into 

quantum vaccum actually weighing bubbling with vaccum virtual energy and when calculated, it gives a 

factor of 120 order mismatch.   Absolute nothingness is possible to exist without any weght or 

dynamism.    We have to rethink our applicabilty of RELATIVITY THEORY AND QUANTUM PHYSICS taking 

out TIME from space-time .    


